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Everyone associates "meteorology" with "weather," usually monitoring major storms
streaking across weather maps and forecasting the violent weather they produce.
Fortunately, this has not changed! However, now in addition to studying weather, the
discipline has broadened out to include monitoring, forecasting, and studying weather
effects, weather applications, and weather impacts on society. In fact, more and more
often "meteorology" is being called "atmospheric sciences" in recognition of this
increased breadth of study. On the one hand this means that basic high school
preparation for a weather-related career has not changed. On the other hand, this
preparation can now also include other supporting courses.
High school study in mathematics (at least through pre-calculus) and physics, and an
ability to use computers as an aid in studying those subjects, is still essential. After all,
atmospheric motions are governed by physics, math is the language of physics, and
computers are required to apply mathematical and physical laws to forecasting the
storms and weather events we are all so interested in. Some meteorologists will spend
their entire careers watching and forecasting storms, informing the public about
tomorrow's weather, and enjoying every minute of it!
Now, in addition to that career, there is a broad range of careers open to atmospheric
scientists. These include careers in space weather, emergency management, and the
impacts of climate change on society, business, and agriculture. For those careers, in
addition to the science skills needed to understand atmospheric behavior, non-science
skills in applying your weather knowledge to political, social, and economic areas will be
required. This includes the ability to interact effectively within multi-disciplinary teams
solving environmental problems, with community and governmental leaders
implementing those solutions, and with the general public as they demand more
information on the impacts of weather on their daily activities. In these career areas,
ability and interest in business, the social sciences, and human relations is also
important.
The "bottom line": enjoy weather AND helping society.
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